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Statement i
Architectural design begins with the thorough examination
of needs, the statement of goals, and by establishing the
purpose of what we intend to build.

An abstract idea, such

as a geometric relationship, can serve as an ordering device
so that all the various concerns fit together as an inte
grated whole.

Topics
The problem will be to design a controlled environment
facility for MSU.

This will replace the greenhouses they

have now, which are outdated for research purposes and in
poor condition as well.

The new facility will contain

glasshouses, indoor growth rooms, and laboratories used for
teaching and research.

The University is planning to build

it very soon; funds have been approved and design work has
begun.

This thesis project will use essentially the same

program as the real project.

Development and interpretation

of the program will be done independently, however.

INTRODUCTION

What I would like to do in my two quarters in Thesis
is show that good architectural design is not some nebulous
"thing" that we pull out of the air, or suddenly appears as
we stare at a blank wall.

This is really true in any art;

any work, whether it be music, a painting, or a dance, is
a representation of some kind of thought process.

Our exper

iences, knowledge, and whatever imagination Nature endows
us with shape the things we create.
This quarter I have proceeded in pretty much a step by
step fashion, accumulating information and trying to think
about all aspects of the problem.

I hoped to develop an

idea for the building that would really reflect its purpose,
its nature, and the particulars of the site and program.

If

this is done successfully, the individual problems and con
flicts that inevitably are going to occur can be worked out
within the basic framework.

DESCRIPTION OF THE C.E.F.i
PURPOSE, USERS, ACTIVITIES

The C.E.F. will be used mainly by the Plant & Soil
Science Department here at MSU.

This is part of the Agri

culture program, and their work is associated with various
aspects of crop production, soil management, and weed and
insect control.
Their research is directed towards improving agricultur
al productivity and efficiency, while minimizing environ
mental degradation.

There is much potential in this area,

if the knowledge gained from research is applied.

For in

stance, many people are against the use of chemicals in agri
culture; yet they would be shocked if a loaf of bread in the
store cost ten dollars.
somewhere,

There has to be a balance struck

so that chemicals used are wisely chosen and applied

correctly.
Research on breeding crops like wheat and barley will be
done here.

Disease or pest-resistant strains are developed,

and crops are bred to be particularly suited to our climate in
Montana.

Some work on developing plants for landscaping and home

garden use will be done also.

Agriculture is Montana's largest

industry, and a state facility where local problems can be stud
ied will be a great benefit.

Another type of research done involves the study of plant
physiology—basic plant functions like photosynthesis and growth
regulation.

Understanding how these natural processes work is

often the key to breeding better plant varieties and improving
crop production.

Having space where environmental conditions

can be carefully controlled is essential for this type of work,
otherwise results become inconclusive*
Methods of controlling weeds other than by using chemicals
are being studied.

Many of our problem weeds in Montana, like

leafy spurge and knapweed, are not native species.

They were

brought in by accident, and some are threatening native fauna
as well as crops.

Insects which normally control these weeds

in their native habitats are studied to determine if they may
be imported and released here without environmental damage*
My landlady said that once in her lifetime (50-100 yrs) a cer
tain small moth became numerous, and practically wiped out the
Canadian thistles.

This is known as biological weed control.

If a candidate is found to be successful, they are mass reared
in a controlled environment and released.
Space is needed for increasing numbers of successful plant
strains, also.

To be economically useful, a new drought-

resistant strain, say, must be mass propagated so there is
enough seed for a field crop.

The Montana Seed Potato Certification Program will be
moved to the new controlled environment facility.

There is

quite a bit of potato farming here in the Gallatin valley,
and this program does research on improving stock, performs
testing services, and works with growers on their particular
problems.
The facility will also be important for teaching.

It will

contain labs and glasshouse space for Plant & Soil Science
classes.

Students learn plant identification, propagation

techniques, and work with soil materials to supplement what is
taught in lectures.

Horticulture, nursrey management, and

landscape design classes use greenhouse space.

The research

facilities will be used by graduate students, for their projects.
The C.E.F. will allow field conditions to be simulated in
the winter.

This is important for both teaching and research,

and is one of the main reasons it is being built.

Much research

depends on growing successive generations of plants.

By extend

ing the growing season through the winter, studies can be done
in half or a third the time they would take otherwise#

Crop

breeding is speeded up and experimental results can be obtained
more quickly, so more grants and other work can be accepted.
Students will be able to observe plants under simulated field
conditions in the winter.
There are many problems with the existing greenhouses,

besides that they are structurally deteriorated. One is the
lack of isolation in the glasshouses.

An experiment with plant

viruses might be next to one using chemicals, or someone's jar
of grasshoppers.
inadequate.

The climate control and lighting are very

Plants overheat or are damaged from the cold; con

ditions are just too unpredictable for research work.

When

new equipment or lighting is brought in, the electrical system
overloads.

The equipment they have breaks down frequently.

And, there is just not enough space.

The present greenhouses

were built in the early 1950's, and project needs have expanded
greatly since then.
The new facility will have more than twice the glasshouse
area of the existing greenhouses. (In discussing space require
ments, the term "glasshouse" will be used to refer specifically
to sunlit plant growth areas.

"Greenhouse" is a more generic

term, and may refer to a whole structure? growth areas, work
areas, etc.) Glasshouse will make up about a third of the
building's total area.

It will all be divided into compartments

with independent climate control, so research work can be kept
separate.

An additional 20% of the building will house totally

enclosed plant growth areas, where only artificial lighting is
used.

So, plant growing areas comprise about ^>0% of the facility.

Research labs, teaching labs, and the various rooms asso-

ciated with them make up almost another 20%.

The rest will

be mostly work space for handling soil and plant material,
and storage.

To summarize the purpose of the C.E.F., we could saythat it is to provide an environment for observing and learn
ing about growth processes, particularly those that man mani
pulates in agriculture.
The main activities will be research, teaching, and pro
viding technical assistance for the agricultural community.
The users will mainly be Plant & Soil Science profession
als and students.
be users.

To a lesser degree, the general public will

And, there will be some people working in the

building regularly besides researchers: lab testing service
personell, maintenance people, and a few clerical workers.

GENERAL DESIGN GOALS

Industrial Research magazine sponsers a "Lab of the Year"
awards program, where they publish and discuss the design of
several new laboratory buildings each year®

They are very

interested in architecture as a means of blending form and func
tion, and in the potential for laboratories to have pleasant,
stimulating atmospheres.

Some of the things they are concerned

with are very applicable to our design; these are summarized
below#

- Spaces should be grouped or separated effectively for lab
operation.

Relationship between office, lab, and backup

areas should work successfully, as should separation of
restricted and non-restricted areas.

Circulation should

tie areas together and spaces should be provided that pro
mote informal contact and communication between "members of
the R&D staff".
- Mechanical systems should be handled as an integral part of
the design.

Most labs have huge amounts of equipment, and

often designs use a metabolic approach where the systems are
expressed as architectural elements.

Or, they may be integra

ted inconspicuously, for instance by provid ing an intermed
iate floor level just for equipment®

- Energy saving features should be used strategically,
where they will make the most difference.

Some typi

cally used are heat reclamation, thermal storage, air
recirculation, daylighting, and effective building
orientation.
-

Use of the site and the exterior appearance of the build
ing should be attractive; building form should state
its purpose, and create a desirable image.

-

The interior should have an atmosphere conducive to
creative thinking?

natural light, color, interior

landscaping, etc., used

Then, there are some design goals that apply more specifically
to our project.

- Use energy saving systems where possible, such as evapor
ative cooling instead of mechanical refrigeration, or
storing and recirculating solar and internal heat gain.
Use sunlight efficiently in the glasshouses and for daylighting in other areas.
- The building form should be appropriate for Montana and
the campus setting.

Outdoor space should work well for

pedestrian and vehicle movement, and for the visual qualqualities of the site and surroundings.

The building should be comprehensible to the users,
visually and in its organization, so the layout isn't
confusing and maps are the only way to find anything#
Achieve economy where possible, for example by standard
izing repetitious parts, or making operation more energy
efficient.

But, quality of building as a learning envi

ronment shouldn't be sacrificed.

One of our design goals is for the building to state its
purpose and create a desirable image#

Before looking at the

specifics of this project, we might think about this a little.
We decided that the purpose of the C.E.F. is to provide an
environment for observing and learning about growth processes;
and in the end this knowledge is for application in agricultural
practice#

The building should reflect the nature of the research

done, and convey an image of technical innovation directed to
wards, rather than opposing,environmental compatibility#
The research is certainly "high-tech" in a sense, but at the
same time people are in there shoveling dirt and picking plants
apart.

The building is primarily a hands-on work area, rather

than a place where everyone dresses in Wall Street clothes
and sits at a desk all day#

This suggests that the image we

create shouldn't be too slick, sterile, or pretentious.
The C.E.F. will be used for classes, and sometimes by the
general public.

So, it should be somewhat "user-friendly",

instead of looking inpenetrable or foreboding#
The building will make a statement about the Agriculture
School, and MSU in general.

It should say that we have a

state-of-the-art program here, and reflect that the Agricul
ture School is pretty much the main reason the University was
founded#

It should say MSU is concerned with using creative,

innovative approaches in the design of its buildings and the
shaping of the campus.

In fact, this is not always true—

sometimes they try, the degree of success varies.

\

CASE STUDIES

CASE STUDIES:

Controlled Environment Facilities
Commercial Greenhouses
Conservatories

Here we will look at some structures related in one way or
another to our projectc

Research facilities containing artificial or

controlled environments for plant growth will be examined. Some informa
tion on commercial greenhouses will be given, and a conservatory will
be visited briefly.

Items that have implications for our design will

be discussed.

Controlled Environment Facilities
Structures housing environmentally regulated plant growth rooms
are sometimes called

phytotrons •

Phytcchrome is a pigment that affects

the way plants respond to light; the word "phytotron" implies mech
anical control of plant growth and was intended to have a high-tech
ring.

Phytotrons are oriented towards the totally artificial environ

ment and high degree of control of the enclosed growth room, rather than
the more variable conditions obtainable in glasshouses.

Due to daylight

variations and possibly to temperature and humidity changes outside^
some things are beyond the researcher's control in a glasshouse.

In

some work this can be tolerated, but say if conditions of a past
experiment must be replicated so that another factor may be tested,
it is not good.

Phytotrons generally consist of more enclosed growth

room area than glasshouse.

They are very compact structures and

spaces are arranged along a central corridor.
along one side of the building.

Glasshouses may be

The individual areas for experimentation in a phytotron must be
isolated from each other and from the outside#

Intake air is filtered

to remove dust, spores, insects, etc; exhaust air is filtered again
for the same reason. In many cases all personell entering the build
ing must change clothes and follow quarantine procedures; or a part
of the building may be designated as a quarantine area.
In any controlled environment facility, a large amount of space
is taken up by mechanical equipment#

Sometimes most of it is put on

a floor below or above the main working level, to get it out of the way.
It is not surprising that phytotrons are extremely expensive to operate®
The necessity to isolate spaces, maintain high rates of air exchange
within spaces, and filter large volumes of air all contribute to high
energy consumption.

The high levels of artificial illumination

provided consume much energy also.

More efficient lighting and equip

ment in general, heat exchangers, and thermal storage as in more recent
phytotrons can alleviate this somewhat#

But, high energy consumption

is none the less inherent in maintaining the artificial environments
desired for research#
At the phytotron in Canberra, Australia, efforts were made to
reduce operating costs. Units vary in climatic conditions possible
and in degree of control; smaller units are used if great range and
control are needed#

Plants are placed in air conditioned glass cab

inets within a glasshouse superstructure, reducing the air handling
load (but also reducing somewhat the amount of sunlight getting to
the plants).

Some rooms are maintained at set conditions and plants

are moved from room to room if they are to be exposed to different
$

elements.

These strategies work out well as long as plants are small;

for large plants they are not really applicable.

Another feature of

the Canberra phytotron is a thermal storage pond in the basement®
Not all these measures are suitable for the facility we are de
signing, but it can be seen that compromises are possible and can
create more economical operation.

Having the right size units for the

type of research being done is very importanto

If only a small amount

of plant material is needed, growth cabinets should be used.
units ideally should be filled to capacity®

Large

Sometimes the large units

can be designed with less elaborate climate controls because they are
used mainly for increasing numbers of a given plant stock.

With our

glasshouse units, perhaps some could be maintained using largely sun
light, solar heating, and evaporative cooling; other units would need
more precise control and so mechanical means have to be used more.

Examples of Phytotrons
Some miscellaneous data that was given in readings is included
just to give some idea of what is typically provided.

CERES, Phytotron in Canberra, Australia
Main floor contains glasshouses, electrically lit growth cabinets,
work areas.

Lower level contains mechanical equipment, thermal storage

pond, offices, and changing rooms.

All personell entering or leaving

are required to change clothes.

Earhart Plant Research Laboratory, Pasadena, California
Built around 1950» this was the first phytotron.

It contains 25

artificially lit cabinets, 10 dark rooms where mainly temperature and

500 ft/min fresh air
0-05% COj. I 07 Ib/h CO,

0-035% CO,-

Section through glasshouse showing
small, individually controlled glass cabinets;
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Phytotron in Canberra, Australia
From Lighting for Plant Growth,. pp. 1$$ & 157
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Fig. 11-1. Ground floor plan of the Earhart Plant Research Labora
tory: 1, folding work table, 2, work table; 3, sink; 4, refuse disposal
chutes; 5, elevator; 6, sand and gravel bins; 7, autoclave; 8, roof spray
filter tank; 9, bromine water treating equipment; 10, shower; 11,
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14, grinder; 15, drying ovens; and curtains (Frits W. Went—THE
EARHART PLANT RESEARCH LABORATORY. Copyright
1950, The Ronald Press Company, New York.)
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Fig. 11-2. Basement floor plan of the Earhart Plant Research Labora
tory: 1. boilers; 2, work table; 3, sink; 4, roof spray pump; 5, elevator;
6, wind tunnel: 7, air compressor; 8, main air supply fan; 9, precipita
tor; 10, chilled water circulating pump; 11, stand-by pump; 12, air
conditioning unit; 13, refrigeration unit; 14, spray chamber pump and
motor; 15, elevator machinery; 16, nutrient storage tank; 17, nutrient
pressure tank; 18, nutrient pump; 19, roof spray water tanks; 20, air
duct; 21, switch panel; 22, transformer; 23, kathabar dehumidifler;
24, water deionizer; 25, sand trap and dilution tank; 26, sump and
pump; 27, hot water circulating pump; 28. water heater; 29, stack;
30, steam generating boiler; 31, engine and generator. (Frits W.

Phytotron in Pasadena, CaliforniaThe large compartments along the West wall are the glasshouses;
only the rooi is glass. Cooling is accomplished, partially by run
ning a film of water over the roof surface. From Lighting for
Plant Growth, p# 15>0,
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Biotron in Madison, Wisconsin
Third floor is more mechanical equipment.

humidity are controlled, and 6 glasshouses. For some reason the glass
houses are on the West side of .the building. It is reported that the
lighting in them was not very good© According to Eickford & Dunn,this
6!
facility was phased out, mostly because the equipment became outdatedo
Other references did not mention this, so I am not sure if it is true<>
Mechanical equipment here is mostly in the basement, including the 20
separate air conditioning units. All intake air is passed through
mechanical filters, an electrostatic precipitator, and charcoal filters.
The air exchange rate in the glasshouses is 2 air changes per minute.
Humidity control was not perfected and was left uncontrolled between
50-70% RK.

Water film cooling is used to help cool the glasshouses.

Biotron, University of Wisconsin, Madison
This contains plant growth rooms, controlled environments -for keeping
animals, work rooms, and labs.

No glasshouse space is includedo

Controlled environment rooms are provided in many different sizes and
temperature ranges*
RHe

In most, humidity may be controlled between 15-90%

In some rooms, atmospheric pressure may be controlled.

Each

controlled space has a separate air conditioning unit and these all
tie into the central intake/exhaust/filtration system®
this building is restricted.

Entry into

The main entrance door lock is controlled

from the front office; visitors are greeted by a receptionist behind
a plate glass window.
the working spaces.

The front lobby is effectively separated from

Phytotron at Gif-Sur-Yvette, France

(not shown)

8 rooms with natural light, 6.5m X 5®6m
Day temperature range 9-~^0 C, Night 6-^1 C
12 rooms with artificial light, 8m X Jm, temperature range -10 C to 40 C
Lighting level about 80 W/m^
Ventilation*

2 air changes/min. in plant growing areas.

is fresh air, 2/2 is reconditioned air.
is

to .5 n/sec*

1/5 of this

Air velocity around the plants

Humidity control here, as at the Pasadena facility,

was not very successful..

There are other controlled environment facilities besides phytotrons,
where glasshouse space comprises a large portion of the total area.
These structures we could more properly call greenhouses, -than we
could call a phytotron a greenhouse.

Use of mechanical equipment is

extensive in these facilities too, and depending on the type of work
done, isolation and quarantine measures may be employed#
The compact building form of the phytotron is not suitable when
there is considerable glasshouse space.

£0, glasshouses are attanged

as long, linear elements and are all connected at one end to the rest
of the building, which is called a headhouse.

The headhouse contains

work areas, central mechanical equipment, labs, etc.

A main corridor

wide enough to accomodate work activities runs along where the glass
houses

meet the headhousec

Usually the headhouse is to the North and glasshouses extend
South from it, so they are not shadedo Even exposure is provided

as the sun moves from East to Wes-t.

This orientation works well at

latitudes below about 35 N, but at higher latitudes it produces poor
light transmission qualities in winter®

So, we should investigate

other possibilities before accepting this layout as best for our project.
:The Plant Pathogen Containment Facility in Frederick, Maryland
is used for research on plant diseases and how they may be controlled*,
The building consists of 5 gutter-connected glasshouses and a masonry
headhouse.

There is a central work area where materials are brought in

and outj to the sides are labs and specialty rooms#

The groups of

labs on either side form separate containment zones, isolated from the
outside and from each other.
systems are provided.

Independent ventilating and sewage

The main corridor is divided so that one side

Plan of Plant Pathogen Containment Facility in Frederick,
Maryland• The outlines show the two separate containment
areas. ^

has access to two glasshouses, the other to three©

Personell change

clothes and pass through an air lock to enter containment areas; on
the way out showering is required.
which material is passed.

Each side has an autoclave through

Usually material is not sterilized on the

way in, but on the way out it is processed in the autoclave with steam,
dry heat, or gas.
Central mechanical equipment is housed in large rooms at the ends
of the headhouse.

Intake air is filtered, preheated if necessary, and

delivered to glasshouse and laboratory units.

Individual air handling

equipment within the units condition and recirculate the air, passing
it over steam or chilled water coils and filtering it®

Fresh air is

introduced at a rate of ^-10% of the recirculated volume.

Exhaust air

returns to the central system where it passes through successive filters
and is released®
The University of Wyoming's Plant Science Laboratory and Greenhouse
Complex is similar in program to The facility to be built at MSU.

The

main difference is that there are no large areas for growth rooms or
growth chambers.

It contains about 25% less glasshouse space than the

MSU facility is to have. In three of the glasshouses one must walk
through one growing unit to get to another.

This eliminates the meed

for a corridor, but is in most cases an undesirable arrangement for
research work.
units.

The MSU glasshouse is to have separate accesses for all

The Wyoming facility is located away from the main campus and

apparently this is a problem.

PLANT SCIENCE LABORATORY GREENHOUSE COMPLEX
University of Wyoming

1.

Plant Pathology Research Lab

1(5.

Chromotography Lab

2.

Plant Pathology Teaching Lab

17.

Radioactive Research Lab

3-

Biochemistry and Physiology lab

18.

Mechanical Room

4.

Entomology Research Lab

19.

Tool Room

5.

Range Management Teaching Lab

20.

Vernalization

21.

Cool Room

6 . Crops Teaching Lab
7.

Dark Room

22.

Weed Control Reeearch

8.

Cytology Research Lab

23.

Application

9.

Herbarium

24.

Small soil storage & potting area

io.

Soil Storage

25.

Plant Pathology Glasshouse

11.

Pot Washing Room

26.

Horticulture & Biochemistry Glasshouse

12.

Pot Storage

27.

Entomology Glasshouse

13.

General Storage

28.

Range Management Glasshouse

14.

Seed Storage

29.

Crops Glasshouse

15.

Harvesting and Processing

30.

Weed Control Glasshouse

Commercial Greenhouses
Most research and innovation in greenhouse design has been done
on behalf of the commercial house.

Plant growth is roughly proportion

al to amount of light received, so in order to increase production
new materials and lightweight structures were developed.
of orientation and geometry have received much study.

The effects

It was found

that single span structures oriented East-West transmit light better
in the winter than those oriented North-South, or multispan structures.
This stimulated the design of wide-span greenhouse systems.
These forms for commercial structures are not often adaptable
for use as a research greenhouse, however,

A large, open interior

is usually desirable in a commercial house.

Space conditioning is

simpler and automation fits in more easily,

A multispan house with

an open interior is essentially only a roof with columns; it may
cover acres and will have much less heat loss than separated structures
would.

A research facility, however, must be divided into compartments

each with its own different climate.
roofed enclosures impractical.

This makes the long span, high

Something like a film covered Quonset

type multispan house would be very cumbersome to divide.

The heating

and ventilating systems used in commercial houses are mostly not of
much use in a research facility.

Looking at some examples of commer

cial greenhouses at least does show us that much variety is possible.
One thing worthwhile noting are some types of cooling systems
used.

One way of cooling a greenhouse without using mechanical re

frigeration is pad and fan evaporative cooling.
commonly used in commercial houses.

Evaporative pads are

Air is drawn inside through

water-soaked fiber pads, where it cools because heat is absorbed
as the water evaporates®

Usually pads are located along one side

of the house and exhaust fans are on the opposite side. Horizontal
screens may be used instead of the conventional vertical pads.

Air

temperature may be lowered as much as 10-25*F using this method®
The air becomes more humid, but usually this is acceptable®

The air

warms as it passes through the house, so this moisture would not con
dense inside.

The more air moved through the house, the smaller the

temperature gradient between the pad and fan.
Another method of cooling is to run a film of water over the
surface of the glasshouse.

Water film cooling controls heat gain by

intercepting heat and carrying it away, by increasing reflection, and
by the evaporative cooling effect.

This method was used at the Pasa

dena phytotron; it is used in commercial houses for cooling or some
times primarily for daylight control#

One advantage of this system

is that it is fairly inexpensive to install, requiring mostly piping
and gutters.

Also, it is independent of the ventilating system; this

might make it more compatible
environment glasshouse®

than pad and fan cooling

in a controlled

Some disadvantages are that residues from the

water may form on the glass, or the building structure may deteriorate.
The water used heats up in the process and becomes less effective
when recirculated, unless it is cooled first#

Daylight transmission

is reduced; whether this is good or bad depends on the crops being
grown.

If water film cooling is to be used, roof slope should be low

so a film of adequate thickness can be developed®

i h-h£tA£3&^'* m, M)<W1(,

Figure 2-3. An iron frame greenhouse.
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SOME EXAMPLES OF
IARGE COMMERCIAL GREENHOUSES
From Paul V. Nelson, Greenhouse
Operation and Management p. 4l

*v Ms^E&fc3&£jR^£*&£*£tez&££*

Exterior and interior of
a gutter-connected poly
ethylene greenhouse

Figure 2-9. An interconnecting arrangement of Quonset greenhouses offer
ing a single large interior for several greenhouses. This greenhouse arrange
ment is in harmony with the current needs for automation and efficiency of
movement.

Tower greenhouse, designed by the
Austrian firm, Ruthner Industrieanlagen fur Pflanzenbau Gesllschaft
m.b.h. and displayed at the Inter
national Horticultural Exhibition
in Vienna in 197^» Plants are
grown on moving platforms. Chains
move platforms up one side and down
the other; work is performed at the
lower level* Plant growth is very
uniform. Greenhouse can be located
near urban markets.
(From Paul V. Nelson book, p. ^2)
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Conservatories

Botanical conservatories were first built by royalty for their
own enjoyment, but today the large ones are generally built by muni
cipalities and are for public use.

They are somewhat relevant to our

program since a small portion of our glasshouse is to be used for
display and study of ornamental plants, and will be open to students
and the general public.
The

Climatron

in St. Louis is a place people in the city can

go to relax and get away from undesirable weather outdoors©
observe several microclimates under one rcof.

They can

By using several

stages of evaporative cooling in a controlled air pattern, and
the building's solar heat gain, a temperature gradient between intake

The Climatron, St. Louis, Moc

and exhaust air is producede

Different sections recreate a steaming

Amazon jungle, an oceanic climate called "Little Hawaii", a mountain
mist forest "Java", and a drier tropical "India®
.

separate the zones.

Level changes help

Plants are grown in their respective native

habitats so as people walk around they can observe the changing fauna.
Some research on plant climatic response is done in the Climatron;
conditions are stable and control is reliable®
With our program's 1000 ft^ or so of conservatory it is unlikely
we can create four different microclimates, but we might think of it
as a chance to introduce some variety.

A, different, more dramatic

type of glasshouse structure could be used; plants can be arranged in
a meandering pattern instead of all in rows on benches®
and natural wood forms could be incorporated.

Rocks, water,

The Climatron shows

that it is possible to create stable conditions within an open space.
The conservatory and lobby area of our building could probably flow
into each other, if a vestibule was used on the outside door and if
humidity in the area was not allowed to become too great.

The space requirements in this program
were developed by the MSU Greenhouse Planning
Committee.

It seemed like they, the research

ers and faculty who will be using this quite
specialized building, would best be able to
determine what the needs are, so I did not
change much.

Some minor changes were made,

these are noted and explained brieflyc

The

original set of space requirements they put
together had to be revised to meet the bud
get; this program is based on the cut back
version.

The Planning Committee Minutes con

taining the two different proposals are in
cluded at the end of this chapter for referance and comparison.
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PLANT & SOIL WORK AREAS

Soil Receiving & Storage

Plant Processing

Soil Sterilizing

Soil Processing

Potting Room

Toxic & Non-Toxic Storage

Pot Washing Area

Pesticide Application

Pot Storage

Outside Soil Receiving
Soil is dumped and a small tractor with an end loader feeds
it into the grinder.
the bins.

All soil is ground before being stored in

The grinder discharges the material onto a small

cleated belt conveyor, which feeds into the bins.

Both are pow

ered by gasoline engineso
Since dust and rocks fly out of the grinder, this area
should be separate from parking and other service areas.

It is

suggested it might be partially enclosed by concrete or masonry
walls.

So* C.
Recbi\INq

Soil Storage - 1000 ft^
Bins are loaded from the outside and unloaded inside into
soil carts.

The present arrangement is shown opposite.

The

problem now is that there aren't enough bins and soil is left
on the ground in the open, where it gets wet and freezes.

Soil Sterilizing - 200 ft^
Soil carts are wheeled into a steam vessel.

The vessel

opens from the front and holds three carts. (See dwg., page

)

It is now located outside on a concrete pad sheltered by an
overhang.

Since it drips and gives off clouds of steam, this

is probably the best place for it, unless one wanted to try and
deal with thes things and use some kind of heat recovery system.
There should be sufficient space in front of the steamer to
open the door, move carts in and out, and have another load of
carts ready.

Potting Room - 600 ft^
Soil is screened into tubs to remove rocks and lumps.

It

is then weighed, mixed with other potting media such as ferti
lizer, and placed in containers.

The potting room should be

adjacent to the soil storage and sterilizing areas, the pot
washing area, and general pot storage room.
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Pot Washing - 200 ft^
After use, pots are emptied and washed before being
placed in storage.

A large double sink with a drainage area

and storage cabinets underneath should be provided.

Space

for a work table should be allowed.

"55"
V

£2
POT

WAS
POT 5TTD RA^ C

Pot Storage - 1000 ft^ total
General Pot Storage - 600 ft^
This should be in a room near the potting area.

Pots are

stacked and laid horizontally on divided shelves.

Com

partments are about y wide x 1 1/2' high x 3' deep©
Pot Storage, Pathology - 200 ft^
Storage area near the Pathology section of the glasshouse.
Possibly divided shelves with large cabinet doors, located
along a wall, could be used.
Pot Storage, Weeds - 200 ft^
Same as above, except near Weeds section of the glasshouse.

Plant Processing - J200 ft^ total
Plant material is brought in from growing areas or from
the field and is prepared for study.

This space is basically

a large work room with smaller rooms to the side.

The room

temperature plant storage may be combined with the work room
so it may be used for a variety of purposes.
Work Area - 500 ft^
Provide large sink; counter space with storage underneath
might be included.
Plant Dryibng - 100 ft^
Space for the plant dryer, a piece of equipment they will
make or buy themselves.
Room Temperature Plant Storage - 1000 ft^
Plant material will be stored on tables or shelves.
Enclosed Grinding Room - 150 ft^
For use of small portable grinder, about y high, powered
by electricity.
Cold Wet Storage - 500 ft^
Temperature to be about 25

humidity about

% RH.

Cold Dry Storage - 600 ft^
Temperature to be about 35

humidity about

% RH.
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Soil Processing - 2^00 ft2 total
Mixing of special soils, processing plant and soil mater
ials from the field, sampling, and simple chemical testing will
be done here.
Soil Preparation Area - 500 ft2
Work area with sink.
Soil Drying - 600 ft2
Work area and space for kiln-type soil dryer.
Special Soil Storage - 1000 ft2
Various soil mixes will be stored in bags, boxes, etc. on
shelves and on the floor.
Soil Grinding - 100 ft
Enclosed room for the soil grinder.

Pesticide Application - 200 ft2
Room for applying pesticides on plant materials,
A floor drain and an exhaust fan should be provided; exhaust
should be filtered to remove

vapor.

Maintaining negative air

pressure in this room during use will help keep fumes from es
caping, as would a double-door entry.

A rest room with a shower

is to be included here, and also a locked cabinet or closet for
storing chemicals is needed©

$

Non-Toxic Storage - 400 ft^
General storage room, in the vicinity of the Plant & Soil
work areas.

Toxic Storage - 1^0 ft2
Locked storage room, in same general area©

PLANT GROWING AREAS

Research Glasshouse

Growth Rooms

Teaching Glasshouse

Growth Chamber Area

Conservatory

( for Quarantine Glasshouse,
see Quarantine Area )

Research Glasshouse - 20,600 ft^
All the research glasshouse should be divided into compartments,
approximately half 4-bench units and half 6-bench units.

There

should be no traffic through one unit to get to another; this
and lack of separation in general are problems now.

Individual

climate control is to be provided for each unit.
The following environmental controls were requested for the

2

research glasshouse.

Whether all the units must have all these

features, or if some compromises can be made, will be determined
later.

A mix of units having varying degrees of range and control

could substantially reduce initial and operating costs.
Artificial Lights

Temperature?

Full Spectrum high light intensity,
minimum 7500 footcandles

40-110 F with 1 increments

Kumiditys

10-90 % range at 15% increments

Air Flow*

High discharge level for rapid change

Coolings

Full length side evaporative pads

Heatings

Steam with backup heat or electric units

Also to be provided for each compartment are roll-type
curtains to shut out unwanted daylight and/or artificial light
from adjacent units.
insulation.

These could probably double as night

"Heat Sheets" are typically installed as shown below.

Glazing material must transmit a distribution of light
wavelengths suitable for plant and insect growth.
need a full range of wavelengths between

Most plants

nm; photosyn-

thetic activities peak in the red (4^0 nm) and blue(650 nm)
bands^ Insects can only see certain colors; for instance if
green light is absent, grasshoppers cannot find each other to
mate.

So the use of some plastic and fiberglass materials is

ruled out, as are materials whose light transmission properties
change with time.

The benches used are all 4'-0 x 12'-0 in plan; two different
types are used.

In the research glasshouse,

75%

will be the

steel bed with soil bin option type, and 25% will be raised
bed benches.
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Raised Bed Benchesi

4' soil depth capability

Teaching Glasshouse - 1000 ft^
The teaching glasshouse is used in conjunction with Plant
&, Soil Science lab classes, so it should be easily accessible
from the teaching labs.

Generally, students perform their

work in the labs and in the teaching glasshouse? material for
their use is prepared and brought in by the instructors.

The

following environmental controls are to be providedt
Artificial Lights
Temperature:

Full Spectrum, 5000 f'ootcandles

40-100 F, 2 increments

Humidity controls not required
Cooling;

Evaporative pad

There are to be about 10 benches, of the steel bed with soil
bin option type.

Conservatory - 1000 ft^
The conservatory is used in teaching identification of
ornamental plants; it may also serve as a rearing area for plants
which will later be moved to other parts of the campus. In addi
tion, it is a space to be frequented and enjoyed by people
using the building.

It should be near the main entrance and

might serve as a waiting area where people can sit or walk
around and look at the plants.
Temperature and humidity should be within the human
comfort range.

The need for artificial light would vary with

the types of plants being grown.

At night, general space light

ing could be arranged to highlight the plants.

Growth Rooms - 10 @ 251 x 50'» 7500 ft^ total

These large growth rooms will be used mainly for increas
ing numbers of selected plant stocks, rather than for inten
sive research.

The temperature and humidity range in these

rooms is less than what will be required in the smaller growth
rooms (the walk-in chambers).

Each room is to have separate

temperature control, but individual control for humidity is not
requiredo

Lighting and ventilation below are estimates based on

case studies.
Temperature ranges

45-100 F

Humidity:

Uncontrolled within 50-80% RK

Lighting?

Varies. Seedlings may need only 750-1400 fc;
2250-5500 fc seems typical. For growing cereal
crops this may be inadequate. Certainly light
ing installation should be flexible.

Ventilation:

1-2 air changes per minute.
between .5-*7 n/sec.

Air velocity

There are a number of manufactured systems available for
building growth rooms.

Insulating wall and ceiling systems,

doors, and built-in ventilation systems are provided.

The

growth room area should be designed for the regular placement
of these units, meaning that column spacing should be suitable
and ceiling height adequate.
It is important to have even air distribution so temper
ature is as uniform as possible, and plants have an adequate

M

C02 supply.

Air should be injected through a large area, or

diffusers should be used.

Some

typical systems are shown

below.
Plants are placed on benches or tables, or shelves may be
built so that more than one layer can be grown.

Fluorescent

lamps are mounted on the bottom of the shelves to light the
plants below.
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Growth Chamber Area - 6000 ft^

This will be a large room with water, electrical, and
drainage hookups for growth cabinets.

Walk-in chambers,

which are just small growth rooms, will also be installed.
Units may be added or removed as needs and project budgets
change.

The growth chamber area can be divided up some

what if necessary; sometimes walk-in chambers are placed
along a main corridor.
Growth cabinets look like large refrigerators.

Each

has its own lighting, temperature, and humidity controls;
automatic timing devices are incorporated.

They function

as independent units with their own motors, so considerable
heat is generated in the room.

Size of the cabinets varies

they average about 10 ft^.

QZOWTH

CA&fUETS

Walk-in chambers are built from manufactured compo
nents, like the larger growth rooms.

Each is to have inde

pendent controls, but ventilation, etc. will tie into the
central system.

An exception is the low-temperature cham

ber, which is a separate piece of equipment.
The Growth Chamber Area will contain the following*
1 - 56
low temperature chamber, used to test win
ter stress effects. Temperature range to -100 F»
* 10 - 50 ft^ walk-in chambers
Temperature range J
J'j-IOQ F, 2 increments
Humidity range: 20-80% RH, 15% increments
5 - Hook-ups for future walk-in chambers
The remainder of the space will contain hook-ups
for the 10 ft 2 growth cabinets.

* The Plant & Soil Science Department's original rer\

quest for 15 50 ft

chambers was reduced to 4, because of

the budget limitations.

This seems uneconomical, because

they are repeated units and possibly if we build more, the
cost per unit would be less.

Also, they are the only size

between the growth cabinets and the 750 ft^ rooms—utili
zation would probably be high.

So we are saying that 10 of

these 5° ft 2 chambers will be installed initially, and 5
will be added later.

LAGS & SPECIALTY ROOMS

Research Labs

Potato Program Labs

Teaching Labs

Specialty Rooms
Quarantine Area

Research Labs - 5500 ft2 total

Physiology / Biochemistry - 700 ft2
Soils - 600 ft2
Plant Pathology / Biology - 600 ft2
Weeds / Entomology / Range - 800 ft2
Plant Breeding - 5°0 ft2
Horticulture - J00 ft2
Research Labs will be equipped with the following?
-Wall cabinets along 2 or 5 sides
-Chemical sink
— 2 - j/b length acid tap benches
— Chemical flow hood - acid type
— Gas, hot & cold water, and air outlets
p
The sipall 500 ft labs may not require all of these.
There should be room in the labs so that, besides the stan
dard furniture, freestanding equipment like refrigerators and
germinators can be brought in.
be as flexible as possible.

Furniture arrangement should

All the cabinets and devices on the

walls in research labs limit where windows can be placed; this

should be considered in laying out these rooms.

For good

natural lighting, clerestories or skylights could be used, and
then a few smaller low windows added to give a view out#
The specialty rooms—the chromotography, isotope rooms
etc. should be adjacent to the research labs; in particular
the plant physiology lab.

Teaching Labs - 3100 ft^ total

1 - 60 student lab - 1500 ft^

2 - JO

student labs - 800 ft^ each

Teaching labs should have seating along dry benches, with
wet benches to the sides of the room.

A lecture area with a

blackboard should be at one end; space along the back wall should
be allowed for storage cabinets and miscellaneous equipment.
The teaching labs should be fairly near the main entrance
so they are easier to find, and also near the teaching glasshouse.
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Potato Program Labs - 2800 ft^ total, excluding glasshouse*

Research and testing services are performed here; admini
strative space for record keeping and public contact is inclu
ded also.

This area is more public oriented than the other

research labs and contains a reception area, so it is a place
visitors can ask questions.

So, it should be easy to find and

have a friendly atmosphere.
The Potato Program will be using two 4-bench units of the
research glasshouse most of the year, and they need a 6-bench
unit for winter use only.

They also may be sharing some of the

specialty rooms associated with the research labs.
The following space is requested by the Montana Seed
Potato Certification Program.
Meristem Lab - A00 ft^
Used for studying tuber formation and methods of getting
disease-free stock.

Furnishings similar to other research

labs.
Disease Research Lab - 500 ft^
This lab is used in conjunction with the Disease Testing
Service Room, the Cold Storage Room, and the Warming Room.
Furnished similar to other research labs.

* 28©0 ft^ was requested by the Potato Program; 2000 ft^ has
been allocated for the actual project..

Disease Testing Service Room - 600 ft

p

During most of the year, 16 people will be working in this
room.

They will be handling leaf samples, using microscopes,

performing chemical tests, etc.
Cold Storage Room - $00 ft2
Used for keeping leaf samples.
Disease Research Lab.

Should be connected to the

Temperature 40°F.

Warming Room - $00 ft2
Used to break dormancy in potato tubers.
range between 75-85°F.

Temperature

Exhaust fan and humidifier.

Main Office - 225 ft2
Visitors will be greeted here and will discuss their con
cerns with Potato Certification personell.

A seating area,

receptionist's desk, and files mainly will be in this room.
Secretary's Office - 180 ft2
General secretarial work will be done here, also many
files must be stored.

Possibly this could be combined with

the main office, or an L-shaped plan could be used for
some separation.
Tag Room - $00 ft2
For printing and issuing seed tags.
tags are not misplaced.

Security is needed so

Specialty Rooms - 1200 ft2 total
These rooms are used in conjunction with the research labs.
Seed Storage Room - ^>00 ft2
Cool temperature, around ^>0° F, with ^>G% or less RH.
Seeds will be stored in various containers on shelves.
Shelves are divided and people are assigned "pigeonholes."
Vernalization Chambers - 4 @ 50 ft2, 200 ft2 total
These are similar to walk-in growth chambers, except they
are not to have any lights.

They are for simulating winter

conditions so plants go through their normal life cycle.
Temperature range:

20-5^F, average use is 2^- 45°F.

Chromotography - 100 ft2
Small lab where various apparatus are used to separate
material into constituent compounds and chemical analysis
is done.

Sink, work area needed.

Good ventilation but

no special exhaust outlets.
Isotope Room - 100 ft2
Isotopes of certain chemicals are used as tracers.
Work area, good ventilation.
Shop - 500 ft2
For use in the research lab area. Workbench, tool storage.

Quarantine Area - 1^00 f-fr 900 ft^ Quarantine Glasshouse

This area will be used -for Entomology and Weed research,
in particular for the study of insects as biological weed
control agents.

Some of these insects are imported species

and must be kept in strict quarantine until their potential
effect on the environment is determined.
The Quarantine Area Will have a special entrance de
signed to keep insects from escaping.

Other precautions

include*
- Negative air pressure with respect to the rest of the
building and outdoors
- Air circulating in and out must be filtered;
.25 - .50 mm for exhaust air
- Insect traps in drains, sewage system kept separate
from general sewage
- Room finish materials, joints between walls, floor, and
ceiling must be sealed; all openings for electrical,
plumbing, lighting, and ventilation fixtures sealed
- Suggested location for fire exits is through closet
or office where insects are less likely to be
- Light colored room finishes
Exact specifications for the above items and other details of
a similar nature are beyond the scope of this work.

But, we

should look at these things so whatever might affect our over
all design will be taken into account.
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The location of the Quarantine Area within the complex
is our first problem.

Good access to the main greenhouse soils

area should be provided, and sun exposure for the glasshouse is
needed.

Since plumbing and ventilation are kept separate, it

might be nice to have it near the mechanical room.

A main

stream public location should be avoided, but the door is kept
locked anyway so it may open to a general circulation area.
The requirements for the Quarantine Area as described
here, and the suggested layout shown, are from a set of design
criteria compiled by Dr. Norman Rees, MSU Research Entomologist.

Quarantine Entrance
This is a double vestibule separated by sliding doors.
Doors to the Insect Work Room and to Media Prep are refrig
erator -type, gasketed with step-over threshholds.

Nega

tive air pressure in the Quarantine Area prevents flow of
air and insects out when doors are opened; door swingsshould open out so, when closed, a positive seal is formed.
A light and buzzer indicate when someone is in the entrance
Normally,

lab coats are put on over street clothes upon

entering and taken off before leaving; in some cases chang
ing out of street clothes is required.

Media Prep Room - 2^0 ft^
Growth media is prepared; glassware is cleaned and ster
ilized.

Glassware used to keep the insects in is fairly

large; 1-2 gallon size.

There will be an autoclave be

tween this room and the corridor, so materials may be
sterilized as they enter or leave the Quarantine Area#
There should be a closet for lab clothing, a large sink,
and work benches; equipment will be built in along the walls
General Insect Work Room - 425
Packages of live insects and plant material are opened
and examined.

Insect cultures are reared and studied.

This area should contain a small office, a rest room, and
a walk-in incubator.
Quarantine Lab - 750 ft^
Rearing and handling of insects.

Entrance should be from

the Media Prep Room; there should be a glass door from the
lab into the Quarantine Glasshouse, k walk-in incubator
is to be in this room also, other equipment will be
built into work benches along the wall.
o
Quarantine Glasshouse - 900 ft
The glasshouse should be divided into two u nits, each to
have separate tempersture control.

Entrance to the second

unit may be from the first,' or possibly both could connect
to the lab.
tight.

The glasshouse construction must be insect

GENERAL BUILDING CPEPATICN

Mechanical Room

Receiving Dock

Office / Control Module

Double Garage

Custodial & Tool Room

Storage

Rest Rooms

About three maintenance
during the day.

people will be in the building

They moniter and repair mechanical systems,

do general building maintenance, and truck in soil and other
supplies*
Mechanical Room - 1000 ft^
This may be larger, if thermal storage is used, for
instance*

Or, much decentralized space might be needed#

Glass

houses may only be partially tied to the central systemc

Office / Control Module - 700 ft^
General office, for record keeping, etc.

Central location.

Custodial & Tool Room - 200 ft^
Sink, workbench, tool storageo
Receiving Dock & Double Garage - 600 ft^
This should be a service and receiving area separate from
the soil grinding area.

Trucks containing soil, etc. can be

pulled in if the weather is bad, and vehicle maintenance can
be done«

Storage - $900 ft2 total, not incl. circulation
A space is to be provided for 70

51 x 10' wire cage

enclosures, for storing material and equipment belonging to
researchers or the University.

This area can be somewhat re

moved from the main work areas.
Space for 100
provided also.

2' x 2' x 6f storage lockers is to be

PROGRAM

SUMMARY

Plant & Soil Work Areas
Soil Storage

ftd
1000

Soil Sterilizing

200

Potting Room

600

Pot Washing

200

Pot Storage

1000

Plant Processing

5200

Soil Processing

2500

Toxic & Non-Toxic Storage

550

Pesticide Application

200

Plant Growing Areas
Research Glasshouse

20600

Teaching Glasshouse

1000

Conservatory

1000

Growth Rooms

7500

Growth Chamber Area

6000

3<0;loo
Total Glasshouse area including Quarantine Glasshouse

31,000
2^,500

Labs & Specialty Rooms
Research Labs

JJOQ

Teaching Labs

31°°

Potato Program Labs

2800

Quarantine Area

1500+900 ft^ Quar. Glasshouse

Specialty Rooms

1200

/ / <70 O

,

ft2

General Building Operation

1000

Mechanical Room
Office / Control Module

700

Custodial & Tool Room

200

Incinerator

50

Rest Rooms

240

Receiving Dock & Garage

600

Wire cage Storage

3500
400

Storage lockers

O

<£>

?f5£>

370OO
//

(g C? ^ O
~ 6S/J 4O

-f-h.

3
^uru^tL, /unrm£> i- cM^v*^lrOU> —

O %

/

Co>/~
Minutes
GREENHOUSE PLANNING COMMITTEE
August 16, 1983

Present;

—
. _ ^ c> _ A .
b5,SiO ^
icTftu yagr M
Wiesner, Nowierski, Smith, Weaver, Lockerman, Scharen.
L

2
Reduced labs to 3,000 ft - see summary sheet.
Reduced growth rooms to 10 (25* x 30') 750 ft^ = 7,500 ft^
Reduced glasshouse to 23,500
23,500 ft2
2
includes 900 ft quarantine house plus
1,000 ft2 conservatory and 1,000 ft2
teaching glasshouse
Numbers 4 and 5 were combined:
Growth Chamber Room - 6,000 ft to accommodate
4 - 50 ft2
1
1 36 ft2 (low temp) > chamber to be included initially
15 - 10 ft2

J

Balance of space in growth chamber room with water, drainage, and power
for 10 ft2 rooms.
Specialized fa&ilities 1,320 ft^ (see //8)
Growth rooms reduced to 10 x 750 ft

2

Respectfully submitted,

A1 Scharen
Acting Secretary
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Headhouse.
1.

Service—general operation facilities,

J Outside soil receiving
^Media storage-/
\/ Soil sterilization /
VPotting room
J Pot storage (general)
r " "
(pathology)
(weeds)
-i/Pot washing
Mechanical room
0_ffice/control module-Restrooms (4)
J Storage: •toxic
' non-toxic
Custodial and tool room (with sink)
_Incinerator
Restroom/shower/chem storage
Receiving dock/double garage

&

ft'
600 y
I ,000
200 '
600
—..
~§00
200
200
_200
1,000
700
240
150
400
200
50
200
600

-

jP
•7 3
0 X

7,140
Teaching area.
1 - 1,500 ft2 - lab
2 - 800 ft2 - labs
^
- conservatory in glasshouse (1000 ft )
- teaching glasshouse
( "
")

4,300

Research labs.

Physiology/Biochem
Soils
Plant Path/Biology
Weeds/Entomology/Range/
Rangeland Insect Lab and
application room
Plant Breeding
Horticulture

Wet Lab (ft )
700
600
600

800
300
300

\
4.

3,300

Growth chamber room.
Equipment included:

\C3-S 4 - 50 ft2
FT^'.Walki^
1 - 36 ft2 (low temp)
("15 -10 ft2|
Balance of space supplied with connections
for 10 ft2 chambers

6,000

/

/

/

8.

— c

Specialized facilities.

Seed storage - cold '
„
4^ ,.
_Vernaiization _(4 - 100 ft )—
- —^ Chromatography room
Isot op.e^room Shop
Aquarium room
^ol±ed^ik'ffibGTC3rirhTiranf~"sllut"'ters

1,000

1,000
320
3, 220

9. ' Storage lockers (100 -2x2x6)
Wire cage storage room (70 - 5 x 10)

400
3,500
3,900

10. Plant processing.
Plant prep.
Plant dryings 500 ft
Plant storage
Cold wet
Cold dry
Room temp.

900
300

_
500
500
1,000

2,000

3,200
11.

Soil processing.
Soil prep.
Soil drying
Soil storage

\

900
600
1,000

\

x

2,500
B.

Glasshouse;

C.

Summaries.

Includes 900 ft quarantine house

Glasshouse
47,000 ft2 @ $70
Growth rooms
23,250 @ $65
Teaching labs
3,100 @ $100
General service
'• 7,640 @ $40
Research facilities:
Labs
8,850 @ $100
Quarantine lab 1,500 @ $300
Chambers
15 (§ $30,000
450,000 •
1 @ $50,000
50,000
Plant prep.
Soil prep. '
Other
Storage

3,200
2,500
2,220
4,900

@
@
@
@

$40
$40
$40
$30

47,000

3,290,000
1,511,250
310,000
305,600

.

,

885,000
450,000

1

'

'

500,000
128,000
100,000
88,800
147^000
$7,715,650

/

if*.
'i il
J

A.

;j

. v/
'

Headhouse.
1.

Service-general

operation facilities.

Outside soil receiving
Media storage
Soil sterilization
Potting room
Pot storage (general)
"
"
(pathology)
(weeds)
_Pot washing
--Mechanical room
Tool room
Office/control module
Restrooms (4)
Toxic storage
^Non-toxic storage
- — Custodial room (with sink)
Incinerator
Pesticide application room
Restroom/shower/chem storage J"
Receiving dock/double garage

ft
600
1,000
200
600
600
200
200
200
1,000
J00
700
240
150
400
100
50
-400
<200
600

!k -r
~ J

'

7,640
2.
'\b

Teaching labs.
1 - 1,500 ft2
2 - 800 ft2

')
3.

3,100

Wet and dry labs.
Physiology
Soils
Biology
Plant Path
Range/Rangeland Insect Lab
Weeds/Entomology
Plant Breeding
Horticulture
Biochemistry
i

V , ll

Wet lab (ft )
600
600
600
600
500
600
600
500
400
5,000

4.

Growth chamber room.
Space for ca. 40-50 chambers

5.

Walk-in chambers.
15 - 50 ft2
1 - 36 ft2 low temp. •

Dry Lab
600
600
600
300
250
600
—

500
400
3,850

8,850
\ >•:>-?>
J>,300<2 "i V °

1,600

"•

6. Growth rooms.
31 - (25 x 30) 750 ft2
7.

23,250

Quarantine facilities - lab 68

m - c"»
oo U—

1,500
,o

5.

Growth rooms.
10 - (25 x 30) 750 ft2

7,500

6. Quarantine facilities - lab

1,500

7.

Specialized facilities.
Seed storage - cold
Vernalization (A - 50 ft )
^&on-tro±ierd~c-hamber-w±frh—roof—shutters
jShop
__
~c\\'AomO ^

C503,'
Ooo)
dm

— X-OO

8. Storage lockers (100 -2x2x6)
|
VJ "S, \oS" oj><
Wire cage storage room (70 - 5 x 10)
to
CP <-*

400
3,500

!~\2-Cr£>

33^>
A
C.\f<C

1,320

. V-i • X

(ii£o)
3,900

9. Plant processing.
Plant prep, (confined grinding area) l\0+\0_
Cp&O
Plant drying 500 ft j -.
300
vvi/
Plant storage:
500 .W'jv ro r^V. n £sen ££LLtt
Cold, wet
Cold, dry
{poo -§00
Room temp.
2,000

3S'

3,200
10.

Soil processing.
Soil prep, (confined grinding area)
Soil drying
,
Soil storage

(gSQ

600
1,000
2,500

2ix ^|4 O
Z<3 *
-»

C

B.

Glasshouse;

C.

Summaries.

2

includes 900 ft

quarantine house

•23,'500
h \w
\ ncJ _
q1
„ l-to O

Glasshouse 23,500 @ $100
Growth rooms 7,500 @ $100
Teaching labs 2,300 @ $100
General service 7,140 @ $40
Research facilities:
Labs 3,300 Q $100
Quarantine lab 1,500 @ $300
Chambers:
4 @ $30,000
$120,000
1 0 $50,000
50,000
15 <3 $10,000
150,000
Specilized facilities 1,320^(3 $100
Plant preparation 3,200 @ $40
Soil preparation 2,500 @ $40
Other 2,220 @ $40
Storage 4,900 @ $30
69
UST

^'

Z 2yX o O

$2,350,000
750,000
230,000
285,600
330,000
450,000

,<

Totals
35.<7
5 35" ~ * loo

320,000
132,000
128,000
100,000
88,800
147,000
$5,311,400

/

SITE
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|
scale:

Outline of Site
I
I
I

1
*
I

Alternate Sites

Existing Greenhouse to be removed

•

Buildings Associated with P & S Dept.
or Ag School

Proposed Arboretum & Botanical Area

Water

Pedestrian Routes

Service Traffic

Major Auto Traffic

1"

200'
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Site Selection

The Controlled Environment Facility Will be located in
area of the existing greenhouses and will extend into the lot
South of theme

This site was chosen by the project architects

and approved by the university; it will be used also for this
thesis project because it seems to be the best choice.

The

most important considerations here are that the location be
convenient for users, that the new building fit in with the
existing and future layout of the campus, and that adequate
sun exposure be available.

The site selected is satisfactory

in all these respects; there were several other possible loca
tions, but they were not as suitable.
The site is close to Johnson Hall, the building that now
houses most of the Plant & Soil Science Department.

Johnson

Hall contains their administration, faculty and graduate stu
dent offices, and many labs; there will be considerable traffic
between it and the new facility.
transported back and forth.

Material will have to be

The service and pedestrian road

from Johnson to 11th Avenue will be the major route.

Some

users will be coming from Linfield Hall, just East of the site.
The only other possible location that would be as convenient
is the open space directly North of Linfield and Johnson.
But, this is an important recreation and parking area for

dormitory residents; building here would certainly have a
negative impact.
Students will be coming to classes at the Controlled
Environment Facility from the central part of the university,
generally via Garfield Mall, which intersects 11th Avenue just
South of the site.

The location will also be fairly convenient

for the public, who will be occasional users.

The public will

have access from 11th Avenue, at present a fairly busy traffic
route through campus.

Depending on the time of day, they may

even be able to find a parking place.

The new building will

be easy for people to find, since it will be near the edge of
campus, and the glasshouses will make it visible and identifi
able.
The site offers potential for the C.E.F. to relate well to
the existing campus.

The loss of the parking lot will be felt

by some, but the fieldhouse lot is not that much farther that
the extra walk is going to hurt anyonec

The new building and

landscaping certainly could improve the visual quality.of the
area, and would extend the pedestrian domain of the campus.
Future plans include the elimination of 11th Avenue as a
through traffic route, possibly more.: building along 11th, and
an arboretum "green belt" area. The strategy outlined in the
MSU Campus Master Plan is that main traffic routes around the
perimeter of campus will be established, and parking and access

points into the university will branch off this "perimeter
network".
fic.

Essentially there would no longer be any through traf

The lack of separation between pedestrian and vehicular

traffic is now a nuisance, and especially at night it is a
safety hazard.

One proposal^ see page75 for partial plan,

calls for 11th Avenue to be terminated in a cul-de-sac just
South of Garfield.

A pedestrian corridor would then be creat

ed along the Garfield axis, extending West into the student
family housing area.

In this proposal, the service road West

of the building site is eliminated between Haynes Hall and
College Street, so that a large block of recreation space is
available.

So it is assumed that all service and public access

to the new greenhouses will be from 11th Avenue.
One objective in developing the perimeter roadway system
is to more clearly define primary entrance points to the campusc
11th Avenue is certainly a major entry; the C.E.F. should ad
dress viewers to the North, and work with the buildings
across the street to shape the experience of the street corridor®
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MSU ARBORETUM & BOTANIC CENTER

Sun exposure at this site will be good as long as suffi
cient distance between Haynes Hall and the new glasshouses is
allowed®

The large cottonwood tree to the Southeast casts a

long shadow in the winter, but at least it is not very dense
then.

It will probably shade some of the glasshouses and they

will have to live with it, until it gets old and rotten and is
cut down.

To the East rise the hill and four-plus story build

ings of the central campus.

These delay the time in the morn

ing that the sun's first rays get to the site.

This is not

detrimental, since the shadow recedes by the time the light
gets intense, at 9*00 or so.

The skyline is plotted for two

points on the site, on pages 85&86.

This method shows approxi

mately what time the sun gets to a certain point, for different
times of the year.

It can be seen that this shading is not much

of a problem.
An alternate site was considered, along the service drive
near College St.

This area is presently a garden space for

residents of the student family housing.

It has good sun ex

posure because it is pretty flat with no obstructions all
around it.

Eut, it is fairly remote and the greenhouse plan

ning people felt they would rather have the building closer.

General Notes on Site

Existing Buildingst

The Insectory, metal buildings used by the

Weeds program, and the USDA section of the existing green
house are to remain.

The others are deteriorated structur

ally and are to be removedc

The buildings to remain create

boundaries for the new facility, and space for service
access to them must be maintained.

The USDA greenhouse

might be a problem, because to allow light to get to it
a large chunk is cut out of the potential space for
building.
Major Vegetation?

Large Cottonwood to Southeast.

large spruce trees.
metal buildings.

By 11th Ave.,

Large willows to Northwest behind the

The Arboretum development will eventually

provide a belt of trees to the West.

The Arboretum will

be planted more or less as shown on the drawing for the
preliminary scheme, shown on p. ~J6 .
Contourst

Site slopes down gradually to the North, about 2c5f

in 100'.

Slopes to the West about 5' in 1001 near 11th Ave,

then levels off.

The hill the central campus is built on

is essentially Southeast of the site; the grade to the SE
climbs more steeply than the grade straight East.
Water:

There is a small drainage stream to the West.

There is

some debris in it, but mostly there are leafy water plants

growing, so it isn't really objectionable.

It effectivly

channels pedestrian traffic, since most people use the
footbridges to cross it.

Views and Character of Surrounding Areas

The MSU campus is composed mainly of three and four story buildings, spaced so that there are fair amounts of
green space in between them, and also quite a network of sidewalksc

There are groups of large spruce and other trees here

and there, and in places lawn space is opened up so

on nice

days students spend their time lounging around in the sun.
- , The buildings are a mixture of older and newer structures®
The older ones are mostly gable-roofed brick buildings,
Romanesque in character; they convey a solid, academic image.
They are nicely detailed and some have tile roofs.

Montana Hall,

the central administrative building, is more of a Northwest
regional design, with steeply pitched roofs and dormers.
There are also some older wood-frame University buildings
scattered around the edge of campus, which are domestic in
scale.
The newer buildings are brick and concrete with flat
roofs.

The

post -**1970 ones are of monolithic red brick or

burned brick, and have few windows.

The

more glass and are not as monolithic.

earlier

ones have

The older and newer

buildings are intermixed, and vegetation helps blend them

togethero

The center of the campus is reached from our site

by walking up Garfield to the top of the hill,

where the

central administration, library, and student union are located©
Viewing East from the site, we are looking right at Linfield
and Taylor Halls, right across the street.

Other buildings and

trees can be seen cropping up behind them.
Haynes Hall, to the South, is a burned brick structure
delineated with wide concrete bands.
vice, storage, and outdoor work area,
faces our site.
fence.

The Art Department's ser
enclosed by an 81 fence,

Stacks from the ceramics kilns rise above the

It isn't a very nice view, but at times interesting

large art projects are brought in and out, or can be seen wait
ing by the dumpster©

Behind and to the West of Haynes Hall

are three high rise dormitories.

They nearly block out the

view of the Spanish Peaks in the distance, but a little can be
seen when it's clear.
The student housing to the West consists mainly of one
story tract-type units.

These, cars, and telephone poles form

the main landscape; there are two 10 or so story apartment build
ings poking up in the middle.

The housing area is separated

from our site by a grassy area and the stream.

The Arboretum

planting, when the trees grow up, will obscure the view West
somewhat and a pleasant "backyard" atmosphere will be created.
To the North, we see over the parking lot a fairly flat

landscape of Bozeman residences intermixed with trees.
above this are the Bridger Mountains.

Then,

These mountains are

always refreshing to look at because they change color all
the time, as snow falls or melts, or the foothills turn from
brown to green.

To the Northeast the Bridgers appear larger

and more detail can be seen, because they are closer®
rise up above the four-story dormitories.

They

The view to the

North and Northeast would be nicer looking out of a second
story window, so one could see over the foreground into the
distance better®
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GLASSHOUSE TYPES

GIASSHOUSE TYPES!

THE EFFECT OF SHAPE AND ORIENTATION

ON LIGHT TRANSMISSION QUALITIES, AND GENERAL PERFORMANCE

The glasshouse space is a large and important part of our
facility.

The program calls for 2^,500 ft

p

of glasshouse; this

is about 1/5 of the building's total net area.

In order to design

this effectively, we must first accumulate some background knowledge
The performance characteristics of some basic configurations we
might use will be compared; in particular light transmission will
be studied.

We will try to determine the type of glasshouse that

would work best for our project, and some possible relationships
between the glasshouses and the other spaces.

General Characteristics of Different Glasshouse Types
Greenhouses with a large surface area perpendicular or nearly
so to the sun's rays will transmit the most light.
of incidence, transmission is good; about 85%

Up to 40°angle

the light striking

a typical glass surface at 40°angle of incidence will pass through
the glass.

At greater angles, transmission drops sharply; at 80"

angle of incidence, more light is reflected than admitted.

If this

is kept in mind, it is easier to visualize how different green
houses perform.
The transmissivity of a glasshouse represents the percentage
of available light that is admitted.

For a given glasshouse,

the transmissivity will vary for* different times of the day and
year, since as the sun changes position, light strikes the glasshous
at different angles.

The amount of light available varies greatly

at different times, also.

Much more is available around noon than

in the early morning or late afternoon, and in the summer than the
winter®

So, the total quantity of light that the plants will re

ceive depends partly on when the glasshouse has its maximum transmissivity and when it is low®

LEAN-TO
Use of direct light is good, both in quantity received and
uniformity.

The diffuse component from the North is lacking, but

reflective materials on the back wall can help make up for this#
The presence of a solid structure on one side reduces heat loss and
can provide thermal storage; having the glasshouse connected to
another structure is often handy.
members may be reduced.

Size of glasshouse structural

But, the solid structure may shade the

glasshouse on summer mornings and evenings.

Lean-tos are fine

when a strip of glasshouse along the side of a building can provide
sufficient area.

SINGLE SPAN;

HAST - WEST ORIENTATION

Light qualities are very good; much light in the winter enters
through the South facing wall. Distribution is very uniform also.

SINGLE SPAN<

NORTH - SOUTH ORIENTATION

This type of glasshouse works well at latitudes below about
35 N, but at higher latitudes its transmission of direct light in
the winter is not good.

At mid-day, light enters mostly through

the roof; in the winter when the sun is low not much is admitted
because of the large angle of incidence.

The South end receives

good direct light; the rest of the house receives a uniform but
low intensity.

t
K

d> 1/2 hi diffuse loss
insignificant

*—>

SINGLE SPAN REPEATED UNITS
The obvious problem here is that neighboring glasshouses may
shade each other, unless spacing is adequate.
If a N-S orientation is used, houses can be spaced fairlyclose together.

When spacing is greater than approximately 1/2

the height of the side walls, transmission of diffuse light is not
affected significantly.^ Each part of the greenhouse receives
light as the sun moves from East to West.

But, getting direct light

in the winter is a problem, and except at the South end of the
house,

only a small percentage of the

direct light will be admitted®

For E-W repeated units, spacing should be wide enough so that
the houses act essentially as single units.
distribution results.

Otherwise, very poor

The spacing width necessary will depend on

latitude; higher latitudes will need larger distances between the
greenhouses

to get sun exposure in winter.

The main disadvantage

of this layout is that it will take up more room on the site than
N-S houses would; some glasshouse areas may become remote from ser
vice areas.

winter sun altitude
at
10 AM or 2 PM

rnrvrviTyvn/v -r/

N-crmr J- /yra T\k

negligable shadow

MULTISPAN GREENHOUSES
Heat loss is reduced in a multispan, since joining the sides
together reduces surface area.

They can be used to cover large ex

panses, so more space for growing crops is possible on a given site.
However, transmissivity is in general lower than for single span
greenhouses.
mates.

Snow load and drainage would be a problem in many cli

Apparently multispans have been used effectively in Northern

Europe and Canadaf but reliability of various constructions would
have to be carefully investigated.
A N-S multispan has transmission properties similar to a N-S
single span; a low but uniform light level is received.

The roof

slope does not affect transmissivity much in the N-S multispan.
As with the E-W repeated single span, shading by adjacent
spans is a problem with the E-W multispan.

Bad distribution is

caused by shadows from longitudinal structural members, and by
the roof geometry itself.

Maximum transmissivity in the winter will

occur when the roof slope angle equals the sun altitude angle.7
To get more uniform lighting, multispans are usually oriented
N-S, even though the mean transmissivity value in winter will gen
es
erally be less than for an E-W structure.

For a greenhouse with a

large, open interior and slender framing members, however, an E-W
might be the best choice.

Much detailed study has been done on greenhouse light trans
mission.

It is important to maximize light admitted in winter

months, when the least light is available.

Supplemental lighting

is normally used in winter, especially to extend daylight hours;
but if use of sunlight is optimized we will have better plant growth
for less money and energy input.

We must have good light distri

bution—for a research facility, this may be especially important.
In a study by T. Kozai, J. Goudrian, and M. Kimura, computer
programs were developed to simulate various greenhouse conditions
and predict light transmission.

They determined the following fac

tors to be most important to transmission; these factors are incor
porated in their computer

simulations.9

1.

Sun angle with respect to the geometry of the greenhouse

2.

Characteristics of the glazing material

J.

Spacing, depth, and width of structural members

4.

Ratio of direct to total (direct
light

diffuse) available

To study the effects of geometry and orientation, factors 2
and 5

are

standardized.

Diffuse transmission is assumed to be from

a uniformly bright sky, and so is independent of season and orienta
tion; it is calculated to be 64% for a single span house and 60%
for a multispan.

Transmissivity of direct light over a year's

time for four basic greenhouse types is simulated, and the results
are plotted on a graph.

This is done for two different latitudes,

52 20' N (Amsterdam) and 35 4l1 N (Tokyo)c

Just for fun, we can

interpolate and draw an approximate graph for Bozeman (45 40').

TRANSMISSIVITY OF OIRECT LIGHT ( S )
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Fig. 19|Seasonal variations of transmissivity of daily direct
light for the single-span and multispan greenhouses in N-S
and E-W orientations in Amsterdam (52°20'N).
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Fig. 20|Seasonal variations of transmissivity of daily direct
light for the single-span and multispan greenhouses in N-S and
E-W orientations in Tokyo (35°41'N)_
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By looking at these graphs, we can see the magnitude of the
difference
types.

between the transmissivities of these four greenhouse

It should be remembered that this shows percentage of direct

light transmitted; the diffuse component must be considered also.
The ratio of direct to diffuse light for an area will determine
how concerned we need to be with admitting direct light.
Kozai et all also examined the light distribution in multispan houses by computer simulation.

This was done assuming an all

glass house (no structural members) so the actual transmissivity
values are high.

But, it is interesting to see the effect roof

geometry alone has on light distribution.
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Fig. 18 | Cross-sectional distributions of transmissivity for
daily-direct light on the floor of E-W multispan greenhouses
with roof pitches of 20 and 30° in Osaka (34°39'N) and Amster
dam (52°20'N) on 22 December and 4 February (The greenhouse
was assumed to be constructed with glasspanes only, i.e. with
out structural members).

Fflovi KOZAI J frZl

It can be seen that at lower latitudes the "dark areas"
remain fairly stationary, while at high latitudes they shift sea
sonally.

The horizontal arrow in the upper right section indicates

the amount of shift from December 20 to February 4C

The general

conclusion here is that the light distribution in the E-W multispan is not very good.

By studying the sun angles for a given

latitude, the location of "dark areas" in a multispan house could
be determined and these could be used for corridors or equipment.
But, seasonal shifts must be taken into account so this strategy
might not work at all at higher latitudes.
The study of basic glasshouse types and the computer simulation
study have provided some background information on glasshouse per
formance.

We will now go to the special needs of the glasshouse

space for our project, and investigate some design possibilities.
So far, in talking about how well various greenhouses trans
mit light, it has been assumed that they all have open interiors.
The glasshouse we are designing, however, is to be divided up into
compartments of 400 ft2 or so.

The partitions will certainly

affect the amount of light that gets to the plants and this should
be looked into.
In lieu of a computer simulation study, some ray diagrams
comparing a N-S compartment!zed glasshouse with an E-W one are
shown.

In the N-S house, it can be seen that at mid-day, when

most light is available, a ray my go through several partitions
before striking the plants.

In the summer the sun is high and

the partitions do not block as much, but in the winter hardly
any light gets to the plants without passing through at least
two.

Since the overall direct transmissivity of a N-S house

is only around h0% in the winter, this means not much is getting
to the plants.

In the E-W house the partitions block the least

at mid-days and their effect is not magnified in the winter as
it is in the N-S.

It seems that if a compartmentized glass-

house is needed, the E-W would probably be a better choice.
There is still the question of how important direct light
transmissivity is for the glasshouses in our project.

Diffuse

light must be considered also. In some locations in England, for
instance, they have so few sunny days that they d&n't worry about
direct light much.

Diffuse transmissivity is not affected great

ly by glasshouse shape or orientation-

If mainly diffuse light

is present, it doesn't make sense to go to extra trouble and ex
pense building a form that admits maximum direct daylight.
Per cent possible sunshine for our area is about 45% during
November, December, and January.
September 1 to April 1 is ^>b%c

The average for the period from

Often in Bozeman during the cold

er months, the sky will be overcast most of the day, but the sun
will come out and shine for a few hours.

This is the predominant

condition, but very clear winter days occur also at an average of
about 5 P©r month.

Sometimes a dry spell will produce a week or

more of constant clear weather in the winter.

The amount of illumination available is much greater when
direct light is present.

According to Libbey-Owens-Ford tables

for determining available daylight, an overcast day in March in
Bozeman at noon would provide 1A00 fc on

a horizontal surface.

Overcast days of course vary in brightness; the LOF tables are
based on an average condition.

On a sunny day under otherwise

identical conditions, about 6200 fc could be expected.

The direct

light component comprises ^>000 fc of this and the remainder is
from clear sky illumination.
Some diagrams are shown which superimpose available daylight
values from the LOF charts on the Bozeman latitude sun chart.
Daylight on a horizontal surface for a given sky condition is de
pendent mainly on solar altitude; altitude lines are simply matched
up with number of footcandles.

Clear sky illumination varies

somewhat with season, so a curve results.

These diagrams can

give a rough idea of daylight available at a given time.

They

are also intended to show the relative magnitude of the direct
light component in comparison with the diffuse component. Although
the sun might be out only 50% of the time, the illumination pres
ent

then is much greater than at other times*,
In the dead of winter, so little daylight is available that

we might wonder if it is worth bothering with.
ent in the Spring and Fall, however.

Much more is pres

The advantage of the E-W

glasshouse exists between September and April; the improved trans-
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missivity over this entire period could certainly result in
better plant growth and less artificial lighting required.
One reason our controlled environment facility is being
built is so summer conditions may be simulated in the winter.

It

seems, then that getting sunlight into the greenhouses in the win
ter should receive high priority.

In addition, we are trying in

our design to utilize renewable natural resources such as sunlight
efficiently, to reduce use of non-renewable resources.

Using

E-W glasshouses, spaced widely enough to behave as single struc
tures, would allow the most natural light to get to the plants.
The diffuse component should not be overlooked in our effort
to maximize direct light transmission.

Although the level of illum

ination under diffuse conditions is usually not great, it is the
only sunlight available 50% of the time in the winter.

Sometimes,

because of snow and cloud reflection, an overcast day can be quite
bright.

So, the glasshouse should be designed to admit this diffuse

light, which comes from the entire sky. A standard lean-to glass
house with a high North wall might not perform well on cloudy days;
SOU D
y

if this wall was kept low so light can come through the roof it
would not interfere much.
Finally in our design we must consider how the mechanical
systems are going to fit in.

In all or most of the glasshouses

evaporative pad cooling will be used; in all air must be continu
ously circulated and conditioned.

The air handling equipment will

take up considerable room and for our preliminary design we
should come up with some ideas for how it might be arranged.

Possible Glasshouse Designs
An East-West single span glasshouse will utilize available
light the best.

A corridor can be placed on the North side, %nd

space allowed for mechanical equipment.

The North wall is kept

low to improve diffuse transmissivity; the entire structure is
kept low so houses may be spaced closer together.

If the roof

s&ope to the South is steepened winter light will be admitted
better.

The glasshouses must be connected to the rest of the

structure; for an E-W house this might mean shading during part of
the day.

The adjoining structure should be as low as possible if

this is the case.

If it happens to be convenient, storage or

mechanical equipment could be located in the shaded areas.

The

shading would not occur at mid-day, but some light would be blocked
in the morning or afternoon.
If an E-W greenhouse scheme proves to be too inconvenient or
cumbersome, a conventional N-S arrangement could be used, with the
rest of the building at the North end as a headhouse.

Glasshouses

could be a little closer together than if they are run E-W, so
space would be saved.

Or, *ko conserve more space, we might con

sider a multispan structure.

It seems though that the disadvantages

of the multispan outweigh the advantages in our situation.

We

have heavy snow loads in Bozeman and it is possible that, say if
night insulation was up or a section of the glasshouse was not in
use, snow and ice buildup on the roof might occur.

Finding room

to put evaporative cooling pads might be another problem.
Since a large amount of glasshouse space is to be provided,
perhaps to make the facility more compact some of the glasshouse
could be on an upper level.

In this way vertical transportation

would be used to reduce the walking distance between the soils
areas and the plant growing areas.
on the lower level.

Growth rooms could be located

The building form would then have partly the

compactness of a phytotron, and partly the low, spread-out qual
ity of the greenhouse.
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DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

General thinking is outlined here.

Drawings of

preliminary schemes and a model will be included in the
presentation.

Glasshouses t

l/j of total area of building

Long, linear forms; roof forms create rythym of repeated
shapes.

Wave-like or "mountain" formss similar to Fruit

Wall image.

Sun exposure for glasshouses determines spacing,

assume width is about ^0'»

Start at Haynes Hall shadow (Dec.

21 @10 AM/ 2 PM) and lay them out.

1st floor should all be on one leYelc

Use an intermediate

grade so glasshouses to the SE will be set into the earth
somewhat; assume $'-6 retaining wall.

North part of building

will be above grade $ to b feet.

Glasshouse materials and forms will contrast with the rest
of the structure.

Gable forms could be used, besides in

glasshouse, to provide some continuity. Or, if glasshouses
are used on upper l«vel, a nice progression from the long,
low forms to the main mass could be created.

Other means

of tying building together might be to emphasize horizontal
lines at the 1st & 2nd floor levels, or echo pattern & scale

of glasshouse framing elsewhere.

2 - story construction would be better than putting it all
on one floor, because!
- walking distande between plant growing areas, soils work
areas, and labs would be reduced
- building would take up less room on site
- More appropriate for campus. If it is to be located with
in the campus proper, being 2 stories will make it relate
better to the other academic structures. If it were at a
remote location somewhere, 1 story wouldn't be as bad.
- Main structure can be more compact; appropriate for climate®

Relationship to Site 8

At South end, set glasshouses back from

11th Ave. to continue Haynes Hall setback. (Also because of
contours)
the labs.

2 story part to the North* provide views out from
The two story part needs to be set off from the

street to balance the buildings on the opposite side, thus
defining the street corridor, and also to leave room for the
large spruce trees in front.

The glasshouses can be pushed

forward in the middle because the grade drops, and they are
pretty low so the space would sort of flow around them.

The

whole group of glasshouses will appear to be set down into
the site, and the trees to the West

will grow up and

form a background for them as one views from the street.
The entrance should be off 11th Ave. near the South end
of the main structure, to accomodate the bulk of the user
traffic.

The entrance will be set down from the street level;

do something to make it visible.
Being on the South side, the entrance will be adjacent
to the glasshouse.

The conservatory can be an enlarged por

tion of the regular glasshouse, and merge with the lobby area©

Service Areas s

Put soil receiving area in back, and general

service area to North.

This way, the soil grinding will not

have to be in the parking and loading area, and a "backyard"
outdoor work space can be created to the West.
service drive to the Insectory can be used.

The present

The North end is

above grade anyway, so the 1 ading dock works out nicely.

Materials*

Possibly beveled metal siding on the upper level,

appropriate with gable forms & building's use as related to
agriculture.
is needed.

Definitely, some relief from monolithic red brick

Maybe some could be used as trim or on the sidewalk®

Retaining walls concretej continue line around perimeter but
drop to 1st floor level at main building. (Part of foundation
will show as grade drops to the North)

The teaching labs so far are on the 1st floor.

They must

all be in the same place, so they can all use the same glass
house.

It seems better to have them downstairs, since students

will be the only users coming & leaving en mass.

The Potato

Program is upstairs with the Research labs, because their labs

are equipped similarly & they may be sharing some of the
specialty rooms.

There is some rationale for putting them

downstairs, since they are in contact with the public more,
and their receptionist could be right near the front entrance.
One possibility would be to put teaching labs & glasshouse
upstairs, and move the Potato people downstairs.
The wire cage storage area is located downstairs beneath
the research labs.

This could be used for future expansion of

lab areas, or for more growth rooms.

Mechanical Systems:

The general approach will be to design

the building form to take advantage of "natural" energy systems,
and allow room for the other mechanical equipment to be worked
in.

Glasshouses will have to have equipment right next to each

compartment; either the corridor will be wide and it will be
in there, or low enclosures for it will be built off the North
side.

This can be worked out when the climate control needs

are defined better, and more is found out about the types of
systems used.

In the 2-story part of the building, most ducts,

piping etc. can fit below the top floor, if extra space is
allowed. (More than for most buildings) Growth cabinets upstairs
can be "plugged in" to the floor; growth rooms below can be
fed from above.

Existing Buildings?

The Insectory and metal Weed Research

buildings are no problem#

But, the portion of the existing

glasshouse to remain cuts a big chunk out of the new structure.
A larger chunk must be cut out of the 2nd story, so sun ex
posure isn't blocked.

The

existing part has to be attached

like an "arm1,' and it doesn't really fit in with the new type
of glasshouses, or the compact form of the 2-story part.
building works out much nicer if it is removed.

The

Then, it is

not necessary to build so far to the North, and extra glasshouse
can be fit in to more than make up for the glasshouse removed.

I would say that the main organizing concept for this
building is the idea of combining the "greenhouse-headhouse"
arrangement with the compact form of the phytotron.

This works

much better with the existing glasshouse removed, because
the "headhouse" can be read as a mass along the West end, and
the glasshouses extend out in a similar manner on both levels.

CONCLUSION

The form for the building that has been arrived at
seems workable.

It needs refining and some further informa

tion is needed in some areas.

When some more drawings are

ready, my "client" is going to come over and look at them,
answer questions, etc.

I am looking forward to developing

this project further; finalizing the program, working the
building out in plan & section, and developing the exterior
views and some of the interior such as the conservatory area.
My thesis statement is not too profound and it is
largely what they have been trying to pound into my head
for a couple of years.

But, I think it gives a basic approach

to architectural design, and can be applied to any project;
therefore it is of value.

1?3

THESIS II

Program Revisions
The second week of the quarter I had the opportunity to
show my drawings and model to the Plant & Soil Science people.
Everything was set up in one of their conference rooms, and
faculty members came by on a drop-in basis*

This allowed for

alot of informal discussion, and it was encouraging to see
their interest in what I was doing®
One thing they changed is the soil handling procedure*
They are going to do all the initial grinding in the field now,
and the soil receiving area will be combined with the double
garage.

Trucks will back in and bins filled using a small

belt conveyer.

The potting area is to be combined with this

space also.
The old soil sterilizer will no longer be used.

They have

a new system! where the soil is placed in a special cart which
is then hooked up to a steam hose.

Next an air hose is hooked

up, and the soil is cool and ready for use.

The soil steril

izing will be done in a small room near the potting area,
about 150 ft^o
Glasshouse climate control was resolved somewhat also©
By this time they had realized how expensive (mainly to oper
ate) what they originally requested would be®

Only evaporative

cooling, as opposed to mechanical cooling, is to be usedo

Intake air does not need to be filtered, but some units will
need exhaust filters®

It is more a concern to separate units

from each other, than from the outside®

Also they eliminated

their assumption of 7500 footcandles artificial illumination
for each compartment, after they started figuring out the
electrical load.
Evaporative cooling is a little trickier in an EastWest oriented greenhouse than for a North-South one.

Since

most light in a N-S house comes through the roof, pads and fans
can be put on opposite walls with no problem® If pads are put
on the South wall of an E-W house, they will block the light,
unless they are low#

They don't want to draw in air through

the corridor, because they are afraid someone will have a con
taminated plant out there.

They liked the idea of putting the

swamp coolers on the roof, and fans exhausting out the front,
that I used for the second-story glasshouses.
The site was surveyed for the project and a more accurate
site plan was available.

The contours matched quite closely

the site plan I had drawn upj the Insectory had to be shifted
a bit.

Design Notes
Not exhaustive, just to explain a few things*

The major change in the form this quarter was making the
glasshouses a little taller, and increasing the spacing from
50' to 5^'•

More height was needed, basically to allow cross

ventilation for the units.

It was decided that the design

should allow for flexibility, rather than dictate a particular
equipment arrangement*

Evaporative pads can be put above,

accessible by a removable ceiling panel, or they can put them
on the South wall if they want toc

I didn't want the building

to extend much beyond where it had been before increasing the
glasshouse spacing®

So, things in the two-story portion were

compressed a bit.
The conservatory area got too big, and too tall, so the
enclosure was changed some.

Reflectors hanging from the ceiling

keep the light from going all the way across the room

k metal panel siding seemed like it could work well with
this building.

Line and color become major design elements.

The North elevation, which has high visibility but little inherent
character, seemed to invite a large block of color rather than
a pattern-type treatment, which, would tend to lose it against
the buildings behind.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

Thesis II presented the task of translating a form, with
some interesting possibilities, but also some inherent diffi
culties, into a viable buildinge

The dictionary says that

"viable1' can mean either "workable15 or "living"; here both
meanings are intended.
The first part of the quarter was spent modifying the pre
liminary design, mainly with "workability" in mind.

Some

changes were made because of new information from the Plant &
Soil Science people, and some things needed changing anyway©
It became apparent that the form was easily eroded if pro
portions were altered too much.

In many cases it was best to

leave it alone - that, or consider something entirely different®
I stuck with the scheme as it was, because I liked it enough
somehow to figure that the problems could be worked out®
The building already looked somewhat like a big creature
crawling along the ground, so the problem of "bringing it to
life" was to make it a friendly creature, at home in its setting®
This was easier said than done, and trial and error took over
for a while®

The result I feel is fairly successful; there is

some awkwardness, but as a whole it is not too bad. Its quality
is consistant, anyway*

My organizing concept really did not

have any imagery attached to it, except the building type used
generally for the "standard greenhouse".

The Phytotrons generated only speculative images, since there
were hardly any exterior photos of them#

k phytotron is a

building that, to understate, is not geared to the exterior.
The image ideas— the fruit wall lithograph, the mountains,
the desire to avoid a stereotype "high-tech" treatment or another "Education for

Efficiency Special"—had to be worked

out in the medium of the form and the site.
The process of coming up with an idea that will eventually
make a building is certainly not analytical®

An idea may stem

from something totally unrelated to a problem; perhaps something
we saw while travelling, or something your neighbor said.

But,

an analytical or at least inquisitive investigation of things
like the building*s purpose, the goals we wish to achieve, and
what the program entails can allow us to recognize a "viable"
concept when we see it.

The success of the building then de

pends on our interpretation of the idea, and how we carry it
through the building.
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FOOTNOTES

1.

From paper by J. Stanley Melching, K.R. Bromfield,
and C.H. Kingsolver,

The Plant Pathogen Containment

Facility at Frederick, Maryland.

Published in

Plant Disease, July 198^» P* 718®

2.

From Report to Building & Planning Committee from
Ron Lockerman, July 8, 19&3

Nelson, p. 296

4.

Planning study by Kommers, Mclaughlin, & Leavengood
for the University

5.

Kozai, p. 49

6.

Nelson, p.

7®

Kozai, p. 31,

8.

Kozai, p. 58

9.

Kozai, p. 1
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